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April 2013

Inspiring change 

through great 

conversations

Purpose today - to build:

RelationshipsRelationships

ResponsibilityResponsibility

ClarityClarity

CommitmentCommitment

MindsetMindset

Behaviours & impactsBehaviours & impacts
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Planned learning outcomes

� Handle performance conversations more effectively 

� Deliver feedback for greater impact on relationships & 

actions

� Improve coaching behaviours to engage, enable & empower

� Ensure clarity of vision, planning, confidence, commitment 

to action

� Plan, manage & review your effectiveness for continual

improvement after the workshop in leading such 

conversations

Workbook p3

Our teamwork

• Teamwork: sum of all individual behaviours

• Agree how to work to maximise your learning

� What behaviours of others will help you learn? (Wants)

� What behaviours will hinder your learning?

(Don’t wants)

Workbook p3

My requests for this workshop

• Share your wants/needs, successes & failures

• Stretch yourself & each other to maximise learning

• Try new behaviours & seek meaning in feedback

• Maintain confidentiality & maximise case anonymity

• Assess constructively what works & what to change

• Where times are specified…please work to them

• Let me know what’s working & what to change

• My plan and timings will flex to meet your needs

• Share improvement ideas for the next workshop

Workbook p3
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What you want to change

� As a results of this workshop, what changes in yourself or 

others do you want to influence?

• Mindset

• Emotional self-management

• Planned actions & behaviours

• Responses & reactions

• Confidence, competence, commitment

• Results

Workbook p4

Setting up “real play”

Working with the actors today:

1. Plan & manage timetable – ensure fair shares

2. Brief actor well to enable them to be real

3. Set stretching challenges for you & them

4. Start conversations as realistically as possible

5. Work with what comes up, even if unexpected

6. Know what they can’t know (technical/corporate stuff), focus on 

relationship, impacts & behaviours

7. Review what worked and ideas for improvement – flip-chart

8. Bring back flip-charts to share key learning points in plenary

Pre-lunch review groups

1. Mix up the groups to have one from each in a review 

group

2. Tour the flip-charts to exchange key learning

3. Help each other understand the points from your group’s 

flip-chart

4. Plenary Q & A about flip-chart notes

5. Requests for tips/models from Hilary for post-lunch 

learning session before 2nd round of practice
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After lunch plenary

� Commonly useful quick sessions are on:

• Reflective listening: pattern-recognition, “I’m noticing…”

• Questioning – more open questions, use TED

• Structured coaching model - GROW

• Flexing behaviours to different individuals (RAP-SDI)

• Tell vs Ask, Feedback vs Coaching – which, when, why

• Other…?

� Which 2 or 3 do you want to look at

before practising again?

Progress review…

1. Introduction & objectives

2. Review progress from first workshop with John

3. Set up practice groups and process

4. 1st practice, review & observations groups

5. Share learning between groups in plenary

Lunch

6. Short plenary: adapted to your needs

7. 2nd practice, review & observation groups

8. Feedback from/for & good bye to actors

9. Co-coaching in pairs & feedback

10. Plenary review, preview tomorrow & close by 5.30pm

Co-coaching on learning & plans

1. Pair up with someone from your group

2. Choose who will coach first

3. Coach your partner for 10 minutes
on their key learning today and
how they will use it.  (Support & stretch)

4. Elicit feedback on your coaching 
(keeps/changes)

5. Swap and repeat

6. Each write up your top piece of learning on flip-
chart
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Reviewing course aims…

� Handle performance conversations more effectively 

� Deliver feedback for greater impact on relationships & 

actions

� Improve coaching behaviours to engage, enable & empower

� Ensure clarity of vision, planning, confidence, commitment 

to action

� Plan, manage & review your effectiveness for continual

improvement after the workshop in leading such 

conversations

Workbook p3

Progress & plan…

1. Review learning from day 1

2. Identify your key learning objectives for day 2

3. Coaching circles

4. Re-considering performance & learning frame

5. Building rapport, relationships & adapting

Lunch

6. Feedback & coaching tips

7. Framing, reflecting, re-framing, re-focusing

8. Before, during & after – improving plan-do-review

9. Practice & review

10. Action-planning & continuous improvement

Re-considering performance & learning frames

� Reasons people succeed/fail

• Reflect briefly as individuals on your beliefs 
about why people succeed or fail

• Form new groups of 3 or 4

• Discuss & flip-chart your key findings
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Performance drivers

External 
drivers

Efforts,
Behaviours,

Actions

1. 
Direction

2. 
Managerial 

Support

3. 
Team 

support

4. 
Policies, 

processes etc

5. 
Incentives 
/ sanctions

6. 
Environment 
& Resources

7. Competitors, 
suppliers, 
partners

8.
Non-work 
demands

Clarity

Outputs, 
reactions 

& outcomes

Internal drivers

Competence

(& habits)

Motivation
Confidence

Thinking

Beliefs

Value creation 

/destruction

Values

Reasons For Repeated Failure

1. Unclear about expectations/outcomes

2. Unclear about current reality

4. Lack of competence

3. Lack of commitment

Top Reasons For Success

1. Understand objectives/outcomes desired

2. Understand current reality

3. Committed (will)

4. Competent (skill)
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Motivation, learning, practices

In pairs, discuss:

1. What motivates you & others to act, learn,

change & drive yourself to succeed?

2. What demotivates?

3. Make links to previous learning

4. How do you like to learn/be taught?

5. What other ways do others like?

6. Make links to your management practices.

7. What improvements do you want to make?

15 minutes

What next…

1. Review learning from day 1

2. Identify your key learning objectives for day 2

3. Coaching circles

4. Re-considering performance & learning frame

5. Building rapport, relationships & adapting

Lunch

6. Coaching & feedback to engage, enable & empower

7. Framing, reflecting, re-framing, re-focusing

8. Before, during & after – improving plan-do-review

9. Practice & review in threes

10. Action-planning & continuous improvement

Making feedback really count

Sometimes feedback is more powerful than coaching…

1. Jot down key rules for the what, why and how

2. In groups, discuss & capture key points

3. Visit other groups’ flip-charts

4. Q & A on queries about extras

5. Revisit your own rules and add useful extras to take away

6. Write some feedback to give to someone back at work 

(consider context & how to prime their receptiveness)

7. Pair up, try it out, review and improve it, try again and then 

swap over and repeat.
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Confidence

• Contextualise

• Praise for past

• Specific 

action/behaviour

• Leading to results of

• Value to you/them/me

• 2nd hand praise

• Boost…

Competence

Feedback Praise...Feedforward Challenges

• Contextualise a 

• Request for Future

• Specific action/ behaviour

• To lead to results of

• Value to you/them/me

• What help is needed

• Agree when to review

and

p.15 of workbook

Feedback for Confidence
S.T.A.R. Content

2. Task

1. Situation

3. Actions

4. Results

...I asked you to produce a report...

e.g. When the board needed to review our 

marketing strategy last month...

...you researched, analysed and provided 

relevant stats...

...which helped the board decide quickly what to 

do.

See p.21 of workbook

STAR can be used as a coaching structure too – i.e. “Talk me through 

the situation, task, your actions and the results.”

Feedforward for Competence
S.T.A.R.R. Content

2. Task

1. Situation

3. Actions

4. Results

I asked you to produce a report....

When the board needed to review our marketing strategy 

last month...

You researched, analysed and provided relevant stats and 

delivered the report after the deadline I’d given you.

That meant I didn’t have time to review it properly and share 

ideas for making it even more powerful.

5. Request In future, if you’re pushed for time, can you get me to help 

you re-prioritise or reallocate work or if that’s not possible 

then to share a draft with me earlier?

STARR for coaching, as in previous slide plus “…& potential requests 

others might have for future improvement.”
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Feedback types

Emotional

Rational

ExplicitImplicit

E.g. Grow a pair!

E.g. You need to be more 

business-focused with tough 

decisions, objective cost-benefit 

analysis linked to primary 

business goals and then decide 

and enact.

E.g. Fear of cutting the 

lifeblood may be 

preventing necessary 

cost-cutting.

E.g. Over-analysis or 

focusing on negatives 

can slow down speed of 

decision-making, action 

& results.

Feedback focus

Organisation

Person

RelationshipTask

E.g. We need to start 

changing the culture to 

develop strength in 

cooperating & 

challenging to good 

effect.

E.g. You need to role-

model respect and 

lead your team to 

respect each other 

more.

E.g. You need to 

change the structure of 

the team to facilitate 

faster decision-making.

E.g. You need to improve 

your team’s effectiveness & 

efficiency by using more 

structure in their problem-

solving behaviours.

What next…

1. Review learning from day 1

2. Identify your key learning objectives for day 2

3. Re-considering performance & learning frame

4. Feedback: what/why/how, practice/review

5. Building rapport, relationships & adapting

6. Coaching to engage, enable & empower

7. Framing, reflecting, re-framing, re-focusing

8. Before, during & after – improving plan-do-review

9. Practice & review in threes

10. Action-planning & continuous improvement
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Building relationships & rapport

1. What builds relationships & rapport?

2. What breaks relationships & rapport?

In groups of 3 or 4, discuss & flipchart your findings.

In pairs, coach each other to identify in your rapport-

building behaviours your:

a. strengths & weaknesses

b. realistic (but stretching) aims for improvement

Building relationships

Good relationships are 

built on:

• Respect

• Responsibility

• Recognition

• Reassurance

• Reward

Poor relationships 

happen when there is:

• Lack of politeness

• Lack of honesty

• Lack of empathy

• Lack of praise

• Telling without asking 

or listening

• Blame/criticism

Building relationships

To build rapport with me, behave so I feel

Respected – listened to, accepted

Reassured – safe

Responsible – adult, independent

Recognized – for my human-ness (efforts, actions, 

intentions, behaviours, improvements/learning, results, 

strengths/weaknesses, likes/dislikes, hopes/fears etc)

Rewarded – there is or will be some benefit to our 

interaction (implicit or explicit)

...while respecting your own & your stakeholders’ needs!
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Better relationship – straighter talk

The stronger the relationship between us

and the greater the sense of empathy,

the tougher and straighter-talking

we can generally be with each other

without damaging the relationship,

while potentially improving the future.

Building rapport

Birds of a feather flock together…we’re often more comfortable 

with people who sound like, think like, look and act like we do.  

Communication elements:

• Vocal – pitch, pace, projection, tone (& accent) 

• Verbal – words they use

• Visual – how they look (face, clothes, body language)

• Act – what they do (common interests/behaviour “norms”)

Adapting your words, tone & body language (subtly, fluently and 

authentically) can help build rapport.

RAP to adapt
similar to SDI

Process

Relationship Action

Think

Process

Analysis

Method

Risk aware

Self-sufficient

Likes

Fears

Do Go / “I“/ Busy (reactive?)

Results Big picture / ends justify means

Drive Busy / dominate (insensitive?)

Intuition Quick / bullet points / Leap

Decide Know / closing /  doesn’t listen

Risk-taker Brave / Impetuous / foolhardy

Likes Robust exchange, action, JDI

Fears Failure, boredom, blame

Feel

People

Teamwork

Sociable

Adaptable

Charming

Likes

Fears

Logical / planned / “it” (cold ?)

Systematic / careful (plodding?)

Observe / detail (slow?)

Organised (change-averse?)

Analytical (nay-sayer?)

Focused / Introvert (not a team-player?)

Order, time to reflect, notes, plans

Chaos, mistakes, rushing, the spotlight

Great teams

need all 

aspects

Great leaders

tap into

all areas

Warm / Emotional (sensitive?)

Empathy/rapport (conflict-averse?)

Community / “we” (inefficient?)

Friendly / chatty (flaky?)

Flexible / accommodating (weak?)

Influential / Emote (manipulative?)

Connectedness, talk, harmony, niceness

Conflict, rejection, alienation
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What next…

1. Review learning from day 1

2. Identify your key learning objectives for day 2

3. Coaching circles

4. Re-considering performance & learning frame

5. Building rapport, relationships & adapting

Lunch

6. Coaching & feedback to engage, enable & empower

7. Framing, reflecting, re-framing, re-focusing

8. Before, during & after – improving plan-do-review

9. Practice & review in threes

10. Action-planning & continuous improvement

Coaching purpose & meaning?

� Reflect individually for a couple of minutes, then in 
groups of 3 or 4, discuss & flipchart your key thoughts on 
these questions

1. What is the purpose of coaching?

2. What coaching processes are there?

3. What different coaching styles are there?

Use some of the space on page 6 for your notes

Coaching purpose & process

• The purpose of coaching is to help someone take greater 

responsibility for themselves

• The coaching process is where one person helps another 

person through listening, questioning and dialogue

• To facilitate self-awareness, deeper understanding of 

others & the environment, increased focus, improved 

framing & perspective, build plans, develop skills, 

confidence & commitment to act, learn & continuously 

improve.
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Structured coaching - experience

• Choose one of the things you wanted to be 

coached through...

• Preferably something from the (recent) past, 

where your results were not quite as good as 

you would have liked...

� Silent coaching exercise...

Goal

Reality

Structured Coaching – GROW

Will

What were you trying to do? Why? Measures of success?  Tell 

me about your planning? The contingency plans? Timetable?  

Support? 

What problems did you face/ how did you tackle them?

To what extent did you succeed? Evidence/feedback?

So, what will you do differently next time/in future?

What will you Keep/Increase/Stop/Start?

What benefits/consequences will that deliver to whom?

How will you make that happen?

What might prevent you from doing those things?

What support will you need & how will you get it?

Options
What could you do differently? (Planning, responses)

What are your options? What else? (Actions, mindset)

How could you develop your skills? (Coaching, reading)

pp.30-35 of workbook

Review, stretch & commit

Pair up and take turns to ask each other

1. What have been your key learning points today - how 

& when will you use them?

2. Lead the conversation as if their boss to build 

confidence, competence and commitment.

3. Seek feedback on your coaching skills – what did you 

do well, what could you improve?

4. Swap and repeat
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Coaching focus

Organisation-

focused

Person-

focused

Relationship-

focused

Task-

focused

Coaching: styles, process, models, focus & skills

Styles

1. Directive

2. Coaching

3. Supportive

4. Delegative/Counselling

Model

Goal

Reality
Options
Will

Key skills
1. Building rapport

2. Questioning

3. Reflective Listening

4. Open & honest feedback

5. Use of intuition

Key stages for the coach
1. Planning

2. Preparing

3. Coaching

4. Reviewing & learning

Coaching to achieve...

RelationshipsRelationships

ResponsibilityResponsibility

ClarityClarity

CommitmentCommitment

MindsetMindset

Continually Continually improvingimproving

Behaviours Behaviours & Results& Results
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Coaching Exercise

1. Choose a topic you would like coaching in, for example:

� How to deal with a performance issue with a staff member

� How to handle a difficult situation at work

� How to make a proposal to your manager

� A situation you don’t think you handled as well as you could 

have

2. Take turns to lead the performance conversation and then to review 

the leader’s behaviours straight away identifying keeps & change 

ideas

You are not there toYou are not there to

give you peoplegive you people

the answers ….the answers ….

It’s your job to ensureIt’s your job to ensure

they find their answers!they find their answers!

Find Your

Own!

Max Performance

P
e

rf
o

rm
a

n
ce

Learning

Zone

Improving PerformanceImproving Performance
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What next…

1. Review learning from day 1

2. Identify your key learning objectives for day 2

3. Coaching circles

4. Re-considering performance & learning frame

5. Building rapport, relationships & adapting

Lunch

6. Coaching & feedback to engage, enable & empower

7. Framing, reflecting, re-framing, re-focusing

8. Before, during & after – improving plan-do-review

9. Practice & review in threes

10. Action-planning & continuous improvement

Framing, re-framing, re-focusing

1. Start positively, e.g. You’re great at x, it seems you want...

2. Link conversations to goals – e.g. Considering the rating you want 

at year end (or the development goals in your DAP), shall we 

explore how to impress the right people in this particular area/ 

function/ interaction/ arena?

3. Reframe, e.g. mistakes as learning.  e.g. So, this was challenging 

but provided lots of learning.  What are you taking as learning 

from that experience?

4. Refocus attention on another impact.  e.g. So, you achieved the 

technical results you wanted.  Let’s now consider the impact on 

people and what that means going forward.

5. Refocus on the future. e.g. So, moving forward, what can

you/ I/ we do to be more successful?

Reflective Listening

• Deeper more focused listening than normal

• Listening for clues about what lies beneath - “following the 

breadcrumbs”

• Noticing patterns in speech, thinking, feeling, actions etc

• Repeating back to the person to check meaning, emotions, 

thoughts – esp. when visual, vocal & verbal cues are not aligned, 

e.g.“You don’t sound sure about that”

• Summarising back what you have heard to reinforce, check, 

support, challenge or highlight what has/hasn’t been mentioned

‘You cannot teach people anything; you can only help them 

to discover it within themselves’ Galileo
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Holding up the mirror

Notice their behaviours in the coaching session and reflect 

back to them what you’re noticing. Examples:

• I see you’re looking away at the moment, like you do in 

meetings sometimes.  What’s going on there?

• We’re looking at what we could improve, which you’ve 

said you want to do, but seem uncomfortable actually 

discussing this.  What’s that about?

• I hear you say “yes” but I’m picking up a sense that 

you’re not sure about it.  Tell me a bit about that.

Questioning techniques

Open questions:

• What, why, how, 

where, when, 

who...

• Tell me / Explain to 

me/ Describe...

• If...then what...?

Purpose of open questions:

• Get them thinking/analysing

• Get them to share/open up

• Get them generating ideas

• Get them envisioning/planning

• Understand what they know/ believe/ 

think/ feel/ like/ dislike/ want/ don’t

Purpose of closed questions:

• Check your understanding

• Make them decide/be very 

clear

Closed questions:

• Do/ does/ did/ will/ 

would/ could...?

• Are/ Is/ Have...?

Refocusing questions

1. What do you think we should focus on now?

2. What are you really proud of having achieved?

3. What behaviours have you adopted that have made the biggest 

positive impact on your results and relationships?

4. What are the key things to work on improving or managing 

differently?

5. If you could change anything about the impacts you have, what 

would make the biggest positive difference to others’ opinions 

of you?

6. The technical side is great...can we explore how to bring your 

interaction impacts up to the same great level?

7. If we had to focus on one challenge of yours, which could be the 

most useful for improving results?
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Motivators for change

1. What motivates you to make changes?

2. What puts you off making changes?

3. How, if I were your coach, would I help you plug into 

the former and help you address the latter?

4. What does that mean for you helping your boss 

coach you?

5. What does that mean for you coaching others?

Change is changing
the balance

Present Behaviour

What is the pleasure

or benefit being

derived from it?

Consequence 

What are the long-

term consequences

of continuing? 

Immediate Pain

What are my perceived 

pains or consequences 

from the switch? 

Desired Behaviour 

What is the pleasure or 

benefit there will be 

derived from it? 

Support

to

change
D

e

c

r

e

a

s

e

D

e

c

r

e

a

s

e

I

n

c
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e

a

s

e

I

n

c

r

e

a

s

e

What next…

1. Review learning from day 1

2. Identify your key learning objectives for day 2

3. Coaching circles

4. Re-considering performance & learning frame

5. Building rapport, relationships & adapting

Lunch

6. Coaching & feedback to engage, enable & empower

7. Framing, reflecting, re-framing, re-focusing

8. Before, during & after – improving plan-do-review

9. Practice & review in threes

10. Action-planning & continuous improvement
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Before, during & after

� If plan-do-review > do-do

� How could you now improve each performance conversation 
you have?

• Before

• During

• After

� And what about maximising your continuous improvement in 
the art and science of EPCs?

Consolidating your learning

1. What have been your key learning points from 
the programme?

2. Which of your behaviours do you need to keep/ 
increase/ stop/ start?

3. What results will those changes drive?

4. What will the evidence of success be?

5. What other goals do you want to achieve?

Almost there…

1. Review learning from day 1

2. Identify your key learning objectives for day 2

3. Coaching circles

4. Re-considering performance & learning frame

5. Building rapport, relationships & adapting

Lunch

6. Coaching & feedback to engage, enable & empower

7. Framing, reflecting, re-framing, re-focusing

8. Before, during & after – improving plan-do-review

9. Practice & review in threes

10. Action-planning & continuous improvement
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Reviewing aims

� Handle performance conversations more effectively 

� Deliver feedback for greater impact relationships & actions

� Improve coaching behaviours to engage, enable & empower

� Ensure clarity of vision, planning, confidence, commitment 

to action

� Plan, manage & review your effectiveness to continually

improvement after the workshop

Workbook p3

What next…

1. Review learning from day 1

2. Identify your key learning objectives for day 2

3. Coaching circles

4. Re-considering performance & learning frame

5. Building rapport, relationships & adapting

Lunch

6. Coaching & feedback to engage, enable & empower

7. Framing, reflecting, re-framing, re-focusing

8. Before, during & after – improving plan-do-review

9. Practice & review in threes

10. Action-planning & continuous improvement

Action-planning (using KISS)

1. What behaviours/actions of yours are you going to...

• Keep?

• Increase?

• Stop/reduce?

• Start?

2. What impacts will those changes have?

3. What will the evidence of success be?

4. With whom are you going to contract to review this with 

you and when?
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Any Questions?

Further resources
Books

• Performance Conversations by C.D.Lee

• Coaching & Mentoring at Work by Connor & Pokora

• Mindset – How we can learn to fulfil our potential by C.Dweck

• Leadership & the one-minute manager by Blanchard & Zigarmis

• Fierce Conversations by S.Scott

• The Inner Game of Work by T.Gallwey

WWW...

• www.hilarygee.co.uk – various coaching & leadership templates

• www.twitter.com/leadwithskill - monthly coaching questions

• www.mindtools.com - various management tools, articles etc

• Transactional Analysis - www.ta-tutor.com/

What next…

1. Review learning from day 1

2. Identify your key learning objectives for day 2

3. Coaching circles

4. Re-considering performance & learning frame

5. Building rapport, relationships & adapting

Lunch

6. Coaching & feedback to engage, enable & empower

7. Framing, reflecting, re-framing, re-focusing

8. Before, during & after – improving plan-do-review

9. Practice & review in threes

10. Action-planning & continuous improvement
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Your c ntinuous improvement

How are you 

going to 

kindle the 

flames?

Action learning (homework!)

Ideas for action learning before the next workshop with John:

1. Review notes, flip-charts, slides & workbook (incl. appendices)

2. Discuss your learning & plans with your manager

3. Share your learning with direct reports as much as is useful

4. Practice with staff & elicit structured feedback (KISS or Kaizen)

5. Invite an individual to share with your boss “keeps” & “changes” for 

you following a performance conversation

6. Stop & plan to use learning in all performance conversations

7. Review all performance conversations and make notes (KISS)

8. Meet for peer-coaching-practice – ideally twice for at least 30 minutes 

& share feedback (KISS/Kaizen)

9. Call each other on ad hoc basis to practice feedback/ conversations/ 

opening gambits before conducting them for real

Linkwork for next workshop

Talk to someone in the business

whom you admire for building great rapport & being 

productively honest with everyone. 

Find out how to do it like they do.

Be ready to report back at the next workshop
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End of day two...
start of implementation

Good luck, courage & discipline!

Hilary
hilary.gee@tiscali.co.uk

@ LeadWithSkill

www.hilarygee.webs.com

www.linkedin.com/in/hilarygee

SMARTER Clarity

What does SMART stand for?

S - Specifics (enough for the delegate)

M - Measurements of success

A - Agreed

R - Relevant reasons

T - Time-frames

E - Engaging (for the delegate)

R - Recorded

High Performance Principles

1. Vivid Imperative / Mission (e.g.: be a great organisation)

2.  Exceptional Standards (disciplined in mission critical areas)

3.  Pick Winners (right people, strategies, partners)

4.  Performance Model (strategy <> leadership at all levels)

5.  Action Learning (feedback & reality checks)

6.  Results + Values (reward performance)
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Basic Situational Leadership Model

Tell Ask Check-in Fly solo

Sell Suggest Consult Coach Encourage Observe

Join Results

Techniques

Styles

Directive Consultative    Supportive Delegative

Skill & Will

High Will

Low Skill

High Will

High Skill

Low Will

Low Skill

Low Will

High Skill

See p.25 of workbook

Skill & Will

To identify the right situational leadership approach,

for a specific person in a specific situation (or task)

assessing their level of skill & will can help your choice.

In pairs, discuss and identify a few questions or criteria for 

assessing someone’s

1. skill at a task

2. will to deliver a successful outcome
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Checking Skill - TRUE

� Trained (with evidence)

�Role relevance & realism (sense)

�Understands how to (can explain)

� Evidence (of recent success)

Checking Will - WISC

�Willing (like to/not object to)

� Incentives (net benefits/costs)

� Secure (feel safe to try)

�Confident (belief can succeed)

Styles to fit the needs

High Will

Low Skill

High Will

High Skill

Low Will

Low Skill

Low Will

High Skill

See p.25 of workbook
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Advanced situational leadership model

Will
(Motivation & 

Confidence)

Skill

High
Direct

Coach Support

Delegate

Low

HighLow

Low 

task 

input

High 

task 

input

Low 

personal 

input

High 

personal 

input

See also Hersey & 

Blanchard’s 

“Leadership & the 

1-minute 

manager”


